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The present invention relates to multi-wheel driven wheels that are interconnected to pro
vide a truck construction, said truck construction
road vehicles.
More particularly, the invention relates to pivotally supported by the vehicle frame for

multi-wheel vehicle constructions, preferably of oscillation relative thereto, said truck construc
tion embodying standard vehicle springs and piv
vehicles having only a single drive axle by the otally supported by the vehicle frame in a man
addition thereto of an extension frame and a ner such that the greater portion of the weight

5 the type that are constructed from standard

non-driven axle. However, the invention is of the vehicle and load carried thereby‘ is borne
by said driven wheels.
capable of application to new constructions.
A still further object of the invention is to 10
Attempts have heretofore been made to fab
10
ricate multi-wheel vehicles from standard four provide a multi-wheel road vehicle including a
wheel vehicles by the addition thereto of an addi ?exible truck construction comprising axles con
tional axle and wheels. Most of said attempts nected to the springs by depending hangers con
have not been entirely successful because either nected to the axles by universal joints, and in
cluding a connection between the frame and 16
15 the construction was made too rigid or if ade
quate ?exibility between the parts was provided, an axle to restrict relative lateral movement be
difficulties arose from the inadvertent applica tween said axle and said frame without otherwise
tion of the brakes when the wheels moved to a interfering with the free movement of said axle

substantial degree'within the range of movement

permitted by its connection to said frame.

A still further object of the invention is to pro
20 permitted by their ?exible connection to the. vide a multi-wheel road vehicle construction fab
frame, and due to uncontrolled movement of

certain of the ?exibly united parts.
The present invention aims to provide a thor
oughly practical multi-wheel road vehicle con
struction embodying none of the disadvantages
just referred to, that may be readily produced

20

ricated from a standard four-wheel vehicle and
embodying a driven axle and a non-driven axle
provided with driven and non-driven wheels re

spectively, said axles yieldably connected together 25

by standard spring constructions, said spring con
by the addition of relatively few and simple parts structions pivotally connected to the vehicle frame

to a two axle vehicle of standard construction in a manner such that said driven wheels sup
to convert the standard vehicle into a vehicle, port the major portion of the load.
A still further object of the invention is to-pro 80
one end ‘of which is supported ‘by a truck em
30
bodying four wheels. It is highly desirable in vide a multi-wheel road vehicle by the addition
converting a standard vehicle of the motor of relatively few and simple parts to a standard
driven type into a motor driven vehicle having four-wheel vehicle or truck, said parts comprising
a multiplicity of wheels supporting the rear end, an extension frame, a non-driven axle provided
that a construction be provided utilizing as many with a pair of wheels, a trunnion shaft supported 35
3 as possible of the standard parts that enter into by said extension frame, and spring hangers mov
the construction of the standard vehicle and to ably supported by said non-driven axle whereby
so design the construction that the added parts said non-driven axle is readily connected with said
are of relative simplicity and few in number, drive axle by standard spring assemblies which
40 without, thereby in any manner sacri?cing the spring assemblies are pivotally connected to said
trunnion shaft, said spring hangers spacing said
advantages that are secured by a properly con
non-driven axle from said trunnion shaft 2. sub
structed multi-wheel road vehicle.
A primary object of the present invention is to stantially greater distance than that of said drive
provide a multi-wheel road vehicle construction axle from said trunnion shaft whereby the greater
45
in which aplurality of pairs of wheels are utilized portion of the load is borne by saiddrive axle.
A still further object of the invention is to pro
to support one end of the vehicle frame, in which
the wheels are connected together and to the vide a multi-wheel road vehicle comprising a pair
frame in a manner to provide for individual

movement thereof in response to road irregu

of axles supported by brake equipped Wheels, said
axles yieldably and pivotally connected to the

frame of said vehicle for vertical oscillation rela 50
and other connections between the wheels and tive thereto, and brake connections to said brakes

larities with a minimum of strain on the brake
vehicle frame.

_

that not only equalize the braking forces but at

A further object of the invention is to provide the same time permit independent oscillation of
the wheels without the respective brakes becom
a multi-wheel road vehicle construction, includ
ing a pair of driven wheels, and a pair of non ing set due to such movement.
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A stillfurther object of the invention is to pro opposite ends of tube I4 into tight engagement
. ‘
vide a multi-wheel road vehicle constructed with with the frame side members.
The forward end of frame II is supported by a
standard parts from a four-wheel vehicle in which
simple means are provided to make it possible front axle (not shown) in the usual manner and
to utilize such parts without substantial modi?ca the front end of the vehicle including the cab
I1 is of usual construction.
tion.~
'
Disposed adjacent the rear end of frame H is
Still further objects of the invention will appear
as a description thereof proceeds with reference drive axle housing I8, containing a drive axle
and differential of well known form which in the
to the accompanying drawings, and wherein:—
Figure 1 is a plan view of the rear portion of the fabrication of the multi-wheel constructions as 10
chassis of a’ multi-wheel road vehicle constructed sumes its original position relative to frame II,
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the the housing I8 containing the usual live axle sec
tions operatively connected to the standard drive
invention.
.
Figure 2 is a vertical longitudinal sectional view wheels I9. The axle sections are differentially
taken on a plane cutting the axles immediately driven by the differential mechanism within
housing I8 to which mechanism the ‘rear end of
adjacent the wheels on one side thereof.
Figure 3 is a side elevational view, partially in the usual drive shaft is operatively connected,
vertical section of a standard Ford spring assembly the forward end of the drive shaft being'pro
shown in operative relation with a ball hanger vided with theusual universal joint within the
embodied in the present invention.
' universal joint 2I of the axle housing torque re 20
Figure 4 is a broken side elevational view of the sisting tube 22 whose rear end is ?xed to housing
drive axle housing showing the association there ' I8. The tube 22 is connected to the frame adja
with of a ball hanger seat embodied in the present cent its forward end by the universal joint 2|
in known manner.
.
invention.
The vehicle construction from which the multi 25
Figure 5 is a transverse sectional view on a plane
wheel vehicle is constructed may be of any de
represented by line 5—5 in Figure 4.
Figure 6 is a longitudinal sectional view of a de sired make, the one illustrated being a standard
vice embodied in the present invention for ?exibly “Ford” vehicle construction which in accordance
connecting the drive axle with the vehicle frame with the present invention is to be converted into
a novel multi-wheel road vehicle construction.
for holding the axle centrally of the frame.
The present invention preferably embodies a
Figure 7 is a broken side elevational view, par
tially in_ section of a standard Chevrolet spring non-driven or dead axle 24 supported by wheels
assembly altered in accordance with a modi?ed 25. The axle 24 is connected with axle I8 rear- ‘
wardly thereof and to the vehicle frame by the
embodiment of the invention.
The novel vehicle construction about to be_de utilization of the standard spring assemblies 26 35
scribed, is particularly intended to bevfabricated which in the standard construction yieldably con
from an ordinary road vehicle of the motor driven nected axle housing I8 with frame II, the spring
type, in which the rear end thereof is supported assemblies 26 being associated in this construc
on a single axle carried by a single pair of wheels. tion with axles I8 and 24 and the vehicle frame
Standard vehicles of the character just referred to in a novel manner about to be described for pro 40.
may in accordance with the present invention, be viding a construction of required stability‘and
readily converted into multi-wheel road vehicles great flexibility and which permits movement of
with their attendant advantages by the addition the wheels I9 and 25 occasioned by road irregu
thereto of relatively few simple parts about to be larities without undue strain on the connecting
described. It should be understood, however, that parts, such as the brake connections. The spring 45
the invention may be embodied in a vehicle that assemblies 26 are pivotally secured, centrally of
is constructed de novo, rather than by simply con the lengths thereof, by means of eye-members
verting a standard construction or adding an at—

21 disposed between the spring leaf securing

tachment to such a structure.

U-bolts 28, to the opposite projecting ends of a
transversely disposed trunnion shaft 29, which 50
shaft is supported adjacent the ‘projecting ends
thereof in brackets 3| secured to the opposite
sides' of frame extension I2, the spring pivot
members 21 being maintained on' shaft 29 by

'

In the drawings, the numeral I I designates the
chassis frame of an ordinary standard vehicle
which is to be converted in the manner presently
to be described into a multi-wheel road vehicle
having a substantially longer wheel base, This

means of nuts 32 engaging the opposite threaded 55
ends of the shaft. The opposite ends of the
as indicated, is disposed in lapped relation to frame spring assemblies 26 in the'above described piv
otal connection with the vehicle frame are dis
I I and secured thereto in any desired manner.

55 longer wheel hase is_, preferably, secured by at
taching to frame I I an extension frame I2 which,

Upon attaching the extension frame I2 to posed substantially below the axles I8 and 24,
60. frame I I, the license plate, tail light, etc., are as clearly indicated in Figure 2, and said ends are 60
moved to the rear of the extension frame I.2', as connected with the axles I8 and 24 by novel ball‘
hanger constructions about to be described.
indicated at I3, and in order to reinforce?the
The forward ends of the spring assemblies are
thus provided extended frame and hold the ‘oppo connected to axle housing I8 by means of ball'
65 site sides thereof in rigid spaced relation, a tube hangers or stirrups 34 each comprising a body 65
I4 is disposed transversely between opposite sides portion 35 and a cap portion 36, the ball hangers
of the frame with the opposite ends thereof en “having a universal connection with ball seats,
gaging the inner faces of the opposite side mem hereinafter described, for permitting vertical uni
bers of the frame adjacent the rear end of the versal oscillation of the opposite ends of axle I8
70 main frame I I as indicated in- Figures 1 and 2. without undue strain in the spring assemblies
, A rod I5 is extended through tube I4 and the 26. The opposite or rear ends of the spring
opposite side frame members and nuts I6 are assemblies 26 are connected with axle 24 in a
threadedly engaged with opposite ends of rod similar manner, the hangers 31 for these ends
I5 and drawn into engagement with the outer of the springs comprising cap portions 38 and
‘ faces of the frame side member thus drawing the body portions 39, which include longitudinal ex-‘ 75 '
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stantially less ‘width than the length of portion
53 and of substantially greater diameter than por
than that of axle l8, while utilizing the standard tion 53, the portion 53 being disposed between
tensions or shoes 4| in order to dispose axle 24
at a greater distance from trunnion shaft 29

Ford spring assemblies for a purpose later de—

collars or ?anges 56 and 51 on housing I8 or sim

scribed.
The extension 4| of each of the hangers 31

ilar flanges on sleeves 52 and the portion 54, par
ticularly on the axle housing l8 being disposed
in off-center relation to hearing portion 53 in
order to provide suf?cient clearance for swinging
movement for hangers 34 toward the brake drums
10
on wheels l9 without engaging said drums.
In order to secure the sections 49 of seats 48
in engagement and obviate any danger of injury
to the hangers supported on the seats in the
event of displacement of the section securing
means, each pair of sections 49 are preferably se
cured into contacting engagement by a pair of

comprises laterally spaced skeleton side plates 42
the inner faces of which are spaced apart sub
stantially a distance equal to the width of springs

10 26, the plates 42 being integral with body portion
39 and a top cover portion 43. The plates 42 are
open at the front ends thereof between cover por
tion 43 and an integral transverse base bar 44
provided with an arcuate outer face 45. Plates‘

15 42 are provided with transversely alined aper
tured ears 46 in which is disposed a pintle 41 for
engagement through the eye of the adjacent end diametrically disposed bolts 59 detachably en
of spring 26 for pivotally connecting the spring gaged in mating apertures in ?anges 6| of sec
tions 49 which ?anges are de?ned by cutting sec
with the plates 42.
.
As is clearly indicated in Figure 3 the rear ends tions 49 back as indicated at 62 and 63 whereby 20
20
of springs 26 project between side plates 42 with bolts 59 are disposed substantially inwardly of
the respective eyes pivotally connected to pintles the ball surfaces of sections 49 thereby substan
tially minimizing danger of contact between the
41 and with the outer face of one leaf in engage
ment with the inner face of a thickened end por bolts and the bearing surfaces of the hangers in
25 tion 43’ of cover 43, and the inner leaf in sliding the‘ event bolts 59 become loosened.
By the construction just described, it will be
and rocking engagement with the arcuate face 45
of bar 44, whereby the rear ends of springs 26 are seen that a truck is provided for supporting the
not only connected with axle 24 for universal rear portion of the extended frame, the truck em
bodying a standard drive axle and an additional
movement relative thereto but a ?exing connec
30
30 tion is provided between springs 26 and hangers dead axle, which axles are interconnected by
31 about pintle 41. The ?exure of the joint thus standard spring constructions which have a piv

provided is yieldably limited by the portions 43’ otal connection with the vehicle frame in a man
and 44, the former action to limit the ?exure in ner such that the major portion of the weight .
one direction and the latter in the other. The is supported by said drive axle. It will be further
axle 24 is thus positioned endwise with respect seen that by the provision of the ball hangers 34 35
to the frame without markedly restricting its and 31 that the spring assemblies are connected
freedom to rise and fall as the wheels that support with the axles by universal connections where
it pass over road irregularities. At the same time by either end of either axle may be elevated or
the spacing of the axle 24 from the trunnion shaft depressed with respect to the opposite end in re
40
40 29 a distance greater than half the length of the sponse to road irregularities without imposing
spring is accomplished. Thus symmetrical springs undue strains in the springs secured thereto, and
can be used and it is unnecessary to supply special by suspending the springs from the axles I8 and
‘24 by the hangers 34 and 31 in the manner dis
constructions.
The extensions 4| are preferably of such length closed the load carried by the vehicle is trans
45
45 that the relative spaced distances of axles l8 and ferred to the axles through the depending hang
ers thus providing a substantially stable construc
24 from trunnion shaft 29 will be such that ap
proximately 60% of theload will be borne by the tion without in any way impairing the flexibil
drive Wheels I9 and 40% by the non-driven wheels ity thereof. The axle I8 is positioned by torque
25, this unequal distribution of the load being pro tube 22 while the axle 24 is positioned by the
50
50 vided for insuring effective traction for the wheels springs and hangers 31. The springs merely‘

l9.
The ball hanger seats are removably secured to
axles l8 and 24 immediately outward of the op
posite sides of the vehicle frame, as indicated in
55 Figure 1, and while the hangers 34 and 31 have
a universal pivotal connection with the ball seats,
the seats in accordance with the present inven

tion are preferably constructed for rotatable jour
nalled connection with the axles, whereby the
60 mating half sections of the seats may always be
secured in abutting relation on varying diameter
axles for providing a uniform dimension of exter
nal ball surface. The ball seats 48, in accordance
with the present invention (one of which is illus
65 trated in detail in Figures 4 and 5) preferably
each comprises a pair of mating sections 49

70

yieldingly resist the movement of the drive axle.
The wheels H] are provided with standard brake
constructions 65 and the wheels 25 which are
rotatably journaled on axle 24 by ball bearing as
semblies 66 are provided with brake constructions 55
61. While axle 24 and wheels 25 may be of any
desired construction the axle 24 preferably com- >

prises a tubular member, as illustrated in Fig
ure 1, on the opposite ends of which, outwardly of

the opposite sides of extension frame i2, the 60

sleeves 52 are secured. The wheels 25 include
brake drums 68 as a part of the wheel construc
tion and with which brake drums are associated
brakes 69 which in the present instance are the
Ford model “A” rear brakes which may be in 65
stalled at relatively small expense. The Wheels
adapted for journalled connection with the cylin 25 which comprise part of the attachment may be
drical seat 5| on housing I8, or a similar seat on standard wheels and as illustrated are preferably
each of the sleeves 52 disposed on the opposite provided with smaller tires than wheels I9 thus
70
ends of the cylindrical axle 24 with the adjacent reducing the expense of the attachment and

plane faces of the sections 49 in engagement as wheels 25 support but a fractional portion of the
load relatively large tires are unnecessary.
illustrated in Figures 4 and 5.
.
The brake constructions 65 are operable
Each of the ball seat' sections 49 comprises a
semi-cylindrical bearing portion 53 and a hol through brake rods 1| at opposite sides of the
76 low ball or spherical surfaced portion 54 of sub frame and the brake constructions 61 are oper 75
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able by rods ‘I2 at opposite sides of the frame. In The tubular member 81 together with ring 88
order to provide an equal pull on rods ‘II and 12 provides a moisture and dust proof seal for the
on each side of the frame, as well as to prevent joint between member 19 and plunger 82 and as
setting of the‘ brakes on any particular wheel upon a means for detachably closing the rear end of
rising or falling thereof, an equalizer bar or link tubular member ‘I9 an externally threaded plug
‘I4 is pivotally connected intermediate its ends to 9| is removably secured therein as indicated in
the usual brake lever ‘I5 at each side of the frame Figure 6.
'In accordance with the construction just de
which levers ‘I5 may be, as in common practice,
operable by a pedal operated brake rod ‘I6. The scribed axle I8 is permitted to rise and fall about
10 rods 'II and ‘I2 at each side of the frame are joint 2I~through the rotation of member ‘I8 on 10
pivotally connected at the forward ends thereof shaft 29 and the pivotal connection 85 between
to the opposite ends ‘of link ‘Id at points equidis axle I8 and plunger 82 and as plunger 82 is free
tant from the central pivotal connection of said for rotation within member 19 axle I8 is permit
link. Thus it will be seen that upon forward ted angular movements in the vertical plane of its

15 movement of levers ‘I5 induced by rod ‘I6 the pull longitudinal axis, but the construction positively 15
will be equalized on rods ‘II and ‘I2 and it, will restricts movement of axle I8 laterally of the
be further seen that due to this construction rods frame and parallel to shaft 29 thus maintaining
‘II and ‘I2 are free to move lengthwise thereof as the axle I8 centrally of the frame without in any ,

the wheels move relative to each other, thus pre way substantially restricting the necessary move
20 venting the setting of' any brake or brakes upon ments thereof for most effective operation. '
From the foregoing disclosure it will be seen
vertical oscillation of the opposite ends of the
axles in response to road irregularities.- The rods that a multi-wheel vehicle construction is pro
‘II and ‘I2 are long so that the arc of movement vided embodying a two-axle construction for sup
of the ends thereof where attached to the brakes porting the rear end of the vehicle frame, which
construction comprisesa driven axle and a non
V25 approaches a straight line.
Upon setting brakes 65 the torque reactions will driven axle having a universal connection with
be resistant by the torque tube 22, but as axle 24 depending hangers attached to the opposite ends
is secured to the frame only by springs 26 means of spring assemblies, which spring assemblies are
are provided for resisting the brake torque reac supported in suspension from said axles and have
30 tions on wheels 25. Such means preferably com a pivotal connection intermediate said axles with
prising a pin ‘I1 extended through each of the the vehicle frame so that the axis of said con
ball seats on the tubular axle 24 as well as through nection under normal load conditions may lie in
the axle itself. If desired, the pin extends the horizontal plane that contains the axes of
through the ball hanger at one side only whereby the several axles. Thus movement of the frame
35 the axle and hangers are restrained against rota in a fore and aft direction is minimized.
While the construction disclosed is applicable
tion about the longitudinal axis of axle 24 with
out restricting the universal action between the in original multi-wheel road vehcle constructions

20

30

,

35

hangers and ball seats at the other side of the it is particularly adapted to the construction of
such vehicles by the addition to standard vehicle
frame.
While it is desirable and in fact necessary, for constructions embodying a single drive axle of 40
40
most effective operation that the drive axle I8 be an attachment embodying the frame extension
permitted vertical oscillation about the universal I2, axle 24, wheels 25 and inter-connecting the
joint 2| as well as movement in the vertical plane axle 24 and standard drive axle I 8 by the standard
of its axis, also permitted by the universal joint‘ spring assemblies 26 and pivotally connecting the
spring assemblies 26 to a trunnion shaft 29 dis 45
45 2|, it is necessary that the drive axle I8‘be main
tained centrally of the vehicle frame, the axle posed transversely of and secured to extension
‘having a tendency upon rounding curves as well frame I2 and by securing the ends of the spring
as upon side impact to be moved against the lim assemblies to axles‘ I8 and»24 by ball hangers
ited restraining action of its ?exible connections for providing a universal ?exible connection be
50 to springs 26 from its central position relative to" tween the spring assemblies and axles and by the 50

55

60

65

'-

70

75

provision of extensions 4| on hangers 31 associe
the vehicle frame.
The present invention comprises means for ated with axle 24, the axle 24 is spaced at a
holding axle I8 centrally of the vehicle frame greater distance than axle I8 from the trunnion
without rendering the construction as a whole in shaft 29 whereby the load is unequally distributed
flexible. Said means, in a preferred embodiment on axles I8 and 24 with su?icient weight on the
thereof, comprises a unitary member comprising drive wheels I9 to provide effective traction.
intersecting tubular members ‘I8 and ‘I9 which
It will readily be seen from the foregoing de
members, as indicated in Figures 1 and 6, are ver tailed disclosure that the-present invention pro
tic'ally offset. The tubular member ‘I8 is adapt vides a relatively simple and inexpensive attach
ed for rotative movement on trunnion shaft 29 ment whereby astandard vehicle construction
between collars 8I suitably ?xed to shaft 29 and can readily be converted into a multi-wheel ve
tubular member 19 has reciprocably and revolv hicle construction at relatively little cost, it being
ably mounted therein a plunger 82 which projects only necessary to provide axle 24 with wheels 25
substantially forwardly of tubular member ‘I9 and (which may be standard constructions), frame
is provided on the forward end thereof with an extension I2, trunnion shaft 29 and securing
apertured ear 88 for disposition between similarly brackets therefor, ball hangers and the drive
apertured ears 84 integral with housing I8. Ears axle centering means.
83 and 84 are pivotally connected together by a
While the novel multi-wheel road vehicle con
pintle pin 85. The forward end of member ‘I9 is struction is illustrated as having been fabricated
reduced as indicated at 86, on which reduced from a standard Ford vehicle, the invention is not
portion is slidably disposed the rear end portion thus limited, many phases of the invention being
of a tubular joint sealing member 81 the forward applicable to other standard makes of vehicle con
end of which is secured to plunger 82 by means structions by corresponding slight changes in ele
of a filler ring 88 and screws 89 which extend ments entering into the attachment construction.
through member 86, ring :88 and into plunger 82. Thus a standard Chevrolet vehicle construction

55

65

70

75
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is in accordance with the present invention, providing a guide opening between plates II2 for
adapted for ready conversion into a multi-wheel
road vehicle of the character above disclosed.
In making this adaptation, the standard Chev
rolet springs 93, illustrated in Figure 7, are slight
ly altered for use in they Chevrolet multi-wheel
construction similarly to the Ford spring con
structions 26.
In the application of the present invention
10 to standard Chevrolet vehicles for the conversion
thereof into multi-wheel vehicles of the charac
ter above referred to with a corresponding wheel
base, the standard Chevrolet springs 93 are utilized
for connecting the drive and dead axles corre
15 sponding to axles I8 and 24, and springs 93 are
pivotally connected to a trunnion shaft corre

sponding to shaft 29 with the drive and dead
axles spaced apart the same distance as axles
I8 and 24 and with the pivotal points of con
20 nection of springs 93 with the vehicle frame at

spaced distances from the drive and dead axles’,
corresponding to the distances of the pivotal con
nections of springs 26 from axles I8 and 24. Due

to the substantally greater length of the Chev
25 rolet springs 93 than the Ford springs 26, the

standard Chevrolet springs 93 in the utilization
thereof in the fabrication of multi-wheel con
structions have the eyes on the longer leaves 94

removed and in order to provide for greater
30 strength four additional and substantially shorter

spring leaves 95 are added as indicated in Figure

the rear ends of the modi?ed spring assemblies.

Thus by this construction of hangers the springs
are not only pivotally connected thereto by pins
I01 but a yielding action is provided by means
of bars I I3 and I I4 between the springs and hang
ers I08 for the purposes above described with

reference to brackets 31.
._
Suitable equivalent means may be provided in
the construction just described for locating the 10
forward or drive axle endwise with respect to the .

frame, totake the place of the inextensible torque
tube 22, when a Hotchkiss drive is employedas is
customary in Chevrolet vehicles.
Radius rods
may be used or if an extensible tube is used the 15

relatively movable parts may be welded or suitably
secured together to convert a four Wheel vehicle
into a flexible multi-wheel construction of the
type herein disclosed.
While I have disclosed my present invention in 20
relation to standard Ford and Chevrolet vehicle
constructions, it is to be understood that the in
vention is equally applicable to other types of
standard vehicle constructions for the ready con
version thereof into novel multi-wheel road ve 25
hicle constructions of the general character here
in disclosed, and that the invention is also equally
applicable in new vehicle constructions.
While I have disclosed but a single speci?c em
bodiment of my invention, such speci?c disclosure 30
is to be considered as illustrative only and not re
strictive, since the scope of the invention is de
?ned by the sub-joined claims rather than by the

'7 and correspondingly longer U-bolts 96 are.
utilized for holding the original and added spring
foregoing speci?c disclosure.
leaves 95 in contact.
What I claim as new and desire to secure by 35
The forward end of the lower leaf 95 of each
35
spring is turned downwardly for providing a United States Letters Patent is:—
1. A multi-wheel road vehicle comprising a
downwardly directed eye 91 and the opposite end
of the same leaf is turned upwardly for providing frame; a pair of axles arranged to support one
an upwardly directed eye 98.
The eyes 91 are disposed at a distance from the
40
pivotal connections 99 of the springs corre
sponding to the distance of the forward eyes on

springs 26 from the pivotal connections of springs
26 with shaft 29 and eyes 91 are provided with
45 bushings MI in which standard Chevrolet pivot
pins I02 are disposed for pivotally connecting the
forward ends of the modi?ed springs to the low

end of the frame; a pair of springs to mount said

frame upon the axles, said springs being pivoted 40
between their ends to said frame adjacent each
side thereof; brackets to universally connect the
ends of the springs to the ends of the axles, cer

tain of said brackets being designed to position

one axle substantially beyond the ends of the 45
springs to which it is connected, and all of said
brackets being arranged to depend lower than the
er ends of ball hangers I03 which hangers are axes of the axles so that the horizontal plane con
taining said axes is positioned relatively close to

formed for co-operation with the presently used
caps I04, the hangers I03 and caps I04 cooperat
ing with ball seats similar to seats 48 for pro
viding universal connections. between the forward
ends of the springs and the drive axle.
The eyes 98 of the modi?ed springs are disposed
55 at a distance from pivotal connection 99 corre

sponding to the distance of the rear eyes‘ on

springs 26 from the pivotal connections of springs
26 with shaft 29 with the centers of eyes 98 in ver—
tical alinement with the axis of a dead axle I06.
60 The axle I06 is provided with journalled hanger‘

seats 48 and spring eyes 98 are pivotally connect
ed by standard Chevrolet spring pins I01 to the
inner ends of special ball hangers !08 which co
operate with the standard caps I09 for providing
65 a universal connection between the hangers and
axle I06.
Each hanger 108 comprises a ball seating por
tion III integral with which is a pair of verti
cally disposed plates II2 spaced laterally a dis
70 tance substantially equal to the width of the
spring leaves and through which pins I91 extend.

75

the axes of the spring pivots.

‘

50

2. A multi-wheel road vehicle comprising a
frame; a pair of axles arranged to support one
end of said frame; a pair of springs to mount said

frame upon said axles, said springs being pivoted
between their ends to said frame adjacent each 55
side thereof and each having one end supported
by one of said axles; brackets to universally con
nect the other ends of said springs to the ends
of the other axle, said brackets being designed
to position said last mentioned axle substantially 60
beyond the spring ends to'which it is connected,
and arranged to depend below said last men
tioned axle substantially; and means on said

brackets contacting with the upper and lower
surfaces of said springs to restrict the movement 65
of said last mentioned axle with respect to spring
ends connected thereto.
3. In a suspension and load equalizing system
‘for vehicles, a frame, tandem pairs of wheels for
supporting the frame, axles for the wheels, at 70
least one of which is power driven, a bracket
secured to the frame on each side thereof inter

Plates H2 are integrally connected by trans mediate adjacent Wheels, a laminated leaf spring
verse bars H3 and H4 adjacent the front edges adapted to function as an equalizing lever pivot
of plates I I2 which bars are vertically spaced for ally connected intermediate its ends to each of 75.

6
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the brackets, a shackle connecting one end of
the spring to one of the axles, a shoe on the other
end of the spring, a stirrup on the shoe embrac
ing the other axle, and bearing means between
the stirrup and said axle and designed to per
mit freedom of axle movement without imposi
tion of destructive stresses on the shoe and stir
rup.

4. In a suspension and load equalizing system
10 for vehicles, a frame, tandem pairs of wheels for
supporting the frame, axles for the wheels, at
least one of which is power driven, a bracket se
cured to the frame on each side thereof inter

mediate adjacent wheels, a laminated leaf spring
15 adapted to function as an equalizing lever pivot

a'lly connected intermediate its ends to each of
the brackets and having one of its ends supported
by one of the axles, a shoe receiving and sur
rounding the other end of the spring, and means
20
carried by the shoe for embracing the other axle

and provided with a connection permitting tilt

ing of said other axle without distortion of the

springs.
5. For use in combination with a vehicle

framework, a pair of tandem axles arranged be-'
neath said framework; and a suspension at each
side of said framework; each suspension com
prising a longitudinal spring means pivoted be
tween its ends on the framework and having its

ends projecting into proximity to the correspond
ing ends of said axles and supported thereby, a 10
shoe structure entirely spaced from the spring
pivot and telescopingly receiving one of said
spring ends, means carried by said shoe struc
ture for ?exible connection with the correspond
ing axle end to permit tilting of the axle without 15
spring distortion, and said structure having por
tions disposed respectively above and below said
spring end to prevent relative vertical swinging
movement between said spring end and the shoe
structure.
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